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Abstract 

Decision-makers in the manufacturing environment struggle with challenge weighing several and choosing one based on 

options and criteria that clash. In the Priority Ranking System Method for Enrichment Assessments, several criteria are used 

to make the decision technique, in this research comprehend resolve this significant challenge. The method is enhanced in 

the current study by its integration with fuzzy logic and the analytic hierarchy process. The methods covered in this paper are 

particularly helpful for making decisions in a variety of real-life industrial environment scenarios. Wheel wear, tactile force, 

grinding temperature, surface roughness, recycling, toxic harm ratio, environmental pollution trend, and stability are all 

represented by the letters WW, TF, GT, SR, and S. WW is more crucial to the milling process than TF. WW, wheel wear; 

TF, tactile force; GT, grinding temperature; SR, surface roughness; R, recycling; TH, toxic harm ratio; EP, environmental 

pollution trend; S, stability. WW is more crucial to the milling process than TF. Lessening R is less crucial than reducing SR. 

To cut machining costs, care should be taken to lower the value of GT. Therefore, WW over TF, and TF over WW. WW is 

moderately significant over GT. Therefore, WW is assigned a relative importance value over GT, and EP is assigned a 

relative importance value over. Multi-objective by ratio analysis (MOORA) we choose MOORA above other multiple 

standards decision-making (MCDM) techniques for three main reasons. First, MOORA refers to a brand-new MCTM 

technique that was developed in light of the weaknesses of more traditional approaches. Therefore, we believed it should be 

entirely useful. The second reason, which is supported by the MCDM literature, is the computing time MOORA needs to 

solve the problem. Last but not least, MOORA requires little to no setup because its character is fixed and the literature 

recommends it should. The MOORA device is a decision-support tool for picking college students who get scholarships to 

boost academic success. MOORA is a selection assistance tool that the university has created to aid in decision-making. 

From the result it is seen that Cutting fluid 3 is showing the highest value for cutting fluid 4 is showing the lowest value. 

resulting in cutting fluid 3 ranked first, there cutting fluid 4 has low rank. 

Keywords: Environmentally conscious manufacturing, MOORA, wheel wear, tactile force. 

 

Introduction 
Decision-makers in the manufacturing environment struggle with challenge weighing several and choosing one based on 

options and criteria that clash. The Priority Ranking System using multiple factors to make decisions is the Method for 

Enrichment Assessments the process that is used in this research to comprehend and resolve this significant challenge 

(MOORA). The method is enhanced in the current study by its integration with fuzzy logic and the analytic hierarchy 

process. The methods covered in this paper are particularly helpful for making decisions in a variety of real-life industrial 

environment scenarios. Manufacturing techniques are still evolving slowly yet radically. Manufacturing industries must 

respond just as quickly to the production front's rapidly changing technologies. Manufacturing sectors must choose the best 

production tactics, Product designs, production procedures, materials used in work pieces and tools, and machinery and 

equipment to address problems. Exam results are complicated today because decision-making is harder. Understanding 

Events that are occurring now and in the future that have an impact on the entire production environment are a necessary 

prerequisite for effective decision-making, as is examining the different types of approaches and procedures, as well as 

eventually form result a proper manner. Create a strategy variety with manufacturing system design, planning, and 

management. Making decisions industrial involves weighing several Choosing one based on options and criteria that 

contradict. It should be emphasized that selection must wide range factors while selecting the best alternative. To assist 

decision-makers in taking into account various selection criteria and their interactions, simple, methodical, and logical 

approaches or mathematical tools are required. Any exam procedure goal determines the right criteria and gets a possible 

match between those criteria and the real need. Consequently, efforts should be increased to pinpoint affecting factors. To 

reinforce current selection processes, an alternate choice particularly employs straightforward, approaches to weed out 

improper alternatives and choose the best alternative. From conceptualization to delivery, Eco-Conscious Manufacturing 

(ECM) creates techniques for creating new products while adhering to all environmental regulations. Conditions are 

satisfied. The parameters affecting the choice of an ECM programmer are defined for the manufacturing of a certain product 
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made by a company. Both monetary and intangible performance metrics are covered by these specifications, including 

overall cost, and social acceptance. Results of evaluating ECM programs Traditional financial and non-financial performance 

can be handled by any approach used to analyze these programmes. This article presents a simple, systematic, and logical 

Multi-Objective Optimization Based on Ratio Analysis, MOORA). WW, wheel wear; TF, tactile force; GT, grinding 

temperature; SR, surface roughness; R, recycling; TH, toxic harm ratio; EP, environmental pollution trend; S, stability. 

During the milling process, WW is more significant than TF. It's more crucial to reduce SR than R. To lower machining 

costs, care should be taken to reduce the value of GT Therefore, WW over TF and S over WW. WW is moderately 

significant over GT. Therefore, WW is assigned a relative importance value over GT, and EP is assigned a relative 

importance value over S. The relative weight of other criteria can also be justified similarly. Additionally, these values were 

determined by rigorous examination and should arrive reasonably. 

 
Material and methods 

From conceptualization to delivery, Eco-Conscious Manufacturing (ECM) creates techniques for creating new products 

while adhering to all environmental regulations. Conditions are satisfied. The parameters affecting the choice of an ECM 

programmer are defined for the manufacturing of a certain product made by a company. Both monetary and intangible 

performance metrics are covered by these specifications, including overall cost, and social acceptance. Results of evaluating 

ECM programs Traditional financial and non-financial performance can be handled by any approach used to analyze these 

programmers. WW, wheel wear; TF, tactile force; GT, grinding temperature; SR, surface roughness; R, recycling; TH, toxic 

harm ratio; EP, environmental pollution trend; S, stability. Multi-objective by ratio analysis (MOORA) optimization 

obtained in this way dimensionless numbers are MOORA second it will also be the basis. Finally measures well-being 

differences between ten counties of Lithuania based on all objectives. The three well-off districts contrast sharply with some 

of the worst-off districts. In addition, labor drain from all other districts to Vilnius district serious problem that represents 

income automatic redistribution condemned. Instead, commercialization and industrialization regions should occur. Multi-

objective optimization concrete concurrently improves within constraints or more conflicting attributes (notes) in the system. 

Multi-objective optimization problems span many fields in product and process design, which, in the context of trade-offs, 

must either include the most effective decisions or require choosing between competing goals. Losing weight while boosting 

complexities will increase efficiency, cut down on car gas usage, and increase revenue from a product. [21]. Multi-objective 

optimization concrete concurrently improves within constraints or more conflicting attributes (notes) in the system. Multi-

objective optimization problems span many fields in product and process design, which, in the context of trade-offs, must 

either include the most effective decisions or require choosing between competing goals. Increasing sales and lowering 

product costs will boost productivity and cut down on the amount of gasoline used in vehicles; at the same time weight loss 

increases complications [22]. There are three basic reasons for choosing MOORA among different multi-criteria decision-

making (MCDM) methods. First MOORA means a brand new MCTM technique this is built knowing the susceptible factors 

of older methods. So, we idea it ought to be a completely useful one. The 2d motive is the computational time required by 

MOORA to remedy the hassle, as indicated with the aid of the literature on MCDM. Finally, MOORA calls for little or no 

set-up as the literature suggests time and has a fixed character [23]. The MOORA gadget is a choice support gadget for 

choosing college students who get hold of scholarships to increase instructional fulfillment. As the university has a designed 

selection assist device, in facilitating decision-making MOORA to solve various problems use the machine selection makers 

can quickly decide scholarship recipients to grow educational success consistent with the advantage of needy students. Both 

ratio gadget and reference MOORA method with components factor component. Handiest concerned with a simulation of 

port making plans, we decided the kind and importance of targets and alternatives. The applicable stakeholders are national 

and neighborhood authorities and collaborating institutions. Consumer sovereignty is the handiest implicitly worried within 

the subject of production. [1] In the production of designed components and equipment, grinding wheel wear is a crucial 

quantifiable aspect of grinding. Grinding is a procedure that includes removing material from a work piece's surface and 

changing it to a desired finish that might otherwise be impossible to achieve with standard machining techniques.[2]  referred 

to as a "tactile bump" occasionally. Before bottoming out, tactile switches feature a (sometimes slight) bump that can be felt 

during key presses. The actuation point is often represented by this hump Point of contact / Force of contact atop the tactile 

"bump," similar to the Activation point/Activation force point.  [3] The lowest grinding temperature along the contact 

arc is on the supply side of the grinding fluid when the temperature is below 100 °C. It is higher on the other side. 

Approximately 150 °C is the temperature at which burnout occurs, after which it abruptly rises to 400 °C or higher. [4] 

Surface finish, also referred to as roughness, encompasses surface roughness (surface texture). It is determined by how far a 

real surface departs from its ideal shape in the normal vector's direction. If these changes are significant, the surface is 

considered rough; if they are slight, the surface is considered smooth. [5] Environmental pollution is defined as "the 

contamination of the physical and biological components of the earth and atmospheric system to the point where normal 

environmental processes are severely impacted [6]. 
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Result and discussions 
 

Table 1 Alternative 

Alternative 

A1 Cutting fluid 1 

A2 Cutting fluid 2 

A3 Cutting fluid 3 

A4 Cutting fluid 4 
 

Table 2 Evaluation preference 

Evaluation preference 

WW wheel wear 

TF tactile force 

GT grinding temperature 

SR surface roughness 

R recycling 

TH Toxic harm ratio 

EP environmental pollution trend 

S stability 

 

 

Table 2 Evaluation preference WW, wheel wear; TF, tactile force; GT, grinding temperature; SR, surface roughness; R, 

recycling; TH, toxic harm ratio; EP, environmental pollution trend; S, stability.  

 
Table 3 Manufacturing environment data set 

Data set 

 
WW TF GT SR R TH EP S 

Cutting fluid 1 0.035 34.50 47.00 1.76 0.335 0.500 0.590 0.590 

Cutting fluid 2 0.027 36.80 34.00 1.68 0.335 0.665 0.665 0.665 

Cutting fluid 3 0.037 38.60 58.00 2.40 0.590 0.590 0.410 0.500 

Cutting fluid 4 0.028 32.60 21.00 1.59 0.500 0.456 0.590 0.410 

 

Table 3 shows the Multi-Objective Optimization based on ratio Analysis and Manufacturing environment Alternative: 

Cutting fluid 1, cutting fluid 2, cutting fluid 3, cutting fluid 4.  Evaluation preference:  WW, TF, GT, SR, R, TH, EP, S use 

this table. 
 

 
FIGURE 1 manufacturing environment  

 

Figure 1 Shows the Manufacturing environment is the WW it is seen that cutting fluid 1 is showing the highest value for 

Cutting fluid 2 is showing the lowest value. TF it is seen that cutting fluid 3 is showing the highest value for cutting fluid 4 is 

showing the lowest value. GT it is seen that cutting fluid 3 is showing the highest value for cutting fluid 4 is showing the 

lowest value. SR it is seen that cutting fluid 3 is showing the highest value for cutting fluid 4 is showing the lowest value. R 

it is seen that cutting fluid 3 is showing the highest value for cutting fluid 2 is showing the lowest value. TH it is seen that 

cutting fluid 2 is showing the highest value for cutting fluid 4 is showing the lowest value. EP it is seen that cutting fluid 2 is 
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showing the highest value for cutting fluid 3 is showing the lowest value. S it is seen that cutting fluid 2 is showing the 

highest value for cutting fluid 4 is showing the lowest value. 
 

Table 4 Divide & Sum 

0.0012 1190.2500 2209.0000 3.0976 0.1122 0.2500 0.3481 0.3481 

0.0007 1354.2400 1156.0000 2.8224 0.1122 0.4422 0.4422 0.4422 

0.0014 1489.9600 3364.0000 5.7600 0.3481 0.3481 0.1681 0.2500 

0.0008 1062.7600 441.0000 2.5281 0.2500 0.2079 0.3481 0.1681 

0.0041 5097.2100 7170.0000 14.2081 0.8226 1.2483 1.3065 1.2084 

 

Table 2 shows the Divide & Sum matrix formula used this table. 
 

 

 
FIGURE 2 Divide & Sum 

 

Figure 2 shows the Divide & Sum matrix formula used this table. 
 

TABLE 4. Normalized Data 

Normalized Data 

WW TF GT SR R TH EP S 

0.5461 0.4832 0.5551 0.4669 0.3694 0.4475 0.5162 0.5367 

0.4213 0.5154 0.4015 0.4457 0.3694 0.5952 0.5818 0.6049 

0.5774 0.5407 0.6850 0.6367 0.6505 0.5281 0.3587 0.4548 

0.4369 0.4566 0.2480 0.4218 0.5513 0.4081 0.5162 0.3730 

 

Table 3 shows the Multi-Objective Optimization based on ratio Analysis and Manufacturing environment   Normalized Data  

Alternative: Cutting fluid 1, cutting fluid 2, cutting fluid 3, cutting fluid 4.  Evaluation preference:  WW, TF, GT, SR, R, TH, 

EP, S use this formula. 

 

 
FIGURE 3 Normalized Data 
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Figure3 shows the Multi-Objective Optimization based on ratio Analysis and Manufacturing environment   Normalized Data  

Alternative: Cutting fluid 1, cutting fluid 2, cutting fluid 3, cutting fluid 4.  Evaluation preference:  WW, TF, GT, SR, R, TH, 

EP, S. 
TABLE 5 Weights 

Weight 

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

 

Table 4 shows the Weight all same value. 

   
TABLE 6 Weighted normalized decision matrix 

Weighted normalized decision matrix 

0.1365 0.1208 0.1388 0.1167 0.0923 0.1119 0.1290 0.1342 

0.1053 0.1289 0.1004 0.1114 0.0923 0.1488 0.1454 0.1512 

0.1443 0.1352 0.1712 0.1592 0.1626 0.1320 0.0897 0.1137 

0.1092 0.1142 0.0620 0.1055 0.1378 0.1020 0.1290 0.0932 

 

Table6 shows the Multi-Objective Optimization based on ratio Analysis and manufacturing environment Weighted 

normalized decision matrix Alternative: Cutting fluid 1, cutting fluid 2, cutting fluid 3, cutting fluid 4.  Evaluation 

preference:  WW, TF, GT, SR, R, TH, EP, S use this formula. 

 

 
FIGURE 4 Weighted normalized decision matrix 

 

Figure 4 shows the Multi-Objective Optimization based on ratio Analysis and manufacturing environment Weighted 

normalized decision matrix Alternative: Cutting fluid 1, cutting fluid 2, cutting fluid 3, cutting fluid 4.  Evaluation 

preference:  WW, TF, GT, SR, R, TH, EP, S. 
TABLE 7 Assessment value 

Assessment value 

Cutting fluid 1 0.9803 

Cutting fluid 2 0.9838 

Cutting fluid 3 1.1080 

Cutting fluid 4 0.8530 

  

Table 7 shows the Assessment value used Assessment value for cutting fluid 1= 0.9803, cutting fluid 2 = 0.9838, cutting 

fluid 3= 1.1080, cutting fluid 4= 0.8530. 
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 FIGURE 4 Assessment value 

 

Figure 4 shows the Assessment value used Assessment value for cutting fluid 1= 0.9803, cutting fluid 2 = 0.9838, cutting 

fluid 3= 1.1080, cutting fluid 4= 0.8530. 
TABLE 8 Ranks 

Rank 

Cutting fluid 1 3 

Cutting fluid 2 2 

Cutting fluid 3 1 

Cutting fluid 4 4 

 

Table 8 shows the final rank of this paper the Cutting fluid 1 is in 3
rd

 rank, the Cutting fluid 2 is in 2
nd

 rank, the Cutting fluid 

3 is in 1
st
 rank, the Cutting fluid 4 is in 4

th
 rank.  The final result is done by using the moora method. 

 

 

 
FIGURE 5 Ranks 

 

Figure 5 shows the final rank of this paper the Cutting fluid 1 is in 3
rd

 rank, the Cutting fluid 2 is in 2
nd

 rank, the Cutting 

fluid 3 is in 1
st
 rank, the Cutting fluid 4 is in 4

th
 rank.  The final result is done by using the moora method. Graphical view 

of MOORA method using the Cutting fluid 3 is showing the highest value for cutting fluid 4 is showing the lowest value. 

 

Conclusion 
Environment in which decisions are made in the production environment struggle with the challenge of weighing several 

choosing one based on options and criteria that clash. The Priority Ranking System Method for Enrichment Assessments, 

technique, in this research comprehend resolves this significant challenge. The method is enhanced in the current study by its 

integration with fuzzy logic and the analytic hierarchy process. The methods covered in this paper are particularly helpful for 

making decisions in a variety of real-life industrial environment scenarios. Wheel wear, tactile force, grinding temperature, 

surface roughness, recycling, toxic harm ratio, environmental pollution trend, and stability are all represented by the letters 

WW, TF, GT, SR, and S. WW is more crucial to the milling process than TF. WW, wheel wear; TF, tactile force; GT, 

grinding temperature; SR, surface roughness; R, recycling; TH, toxic harm ratio; EP, environmental pollution trend; S, 

stability. During the milling process, WW is more significant than TF. Lessening R is less crucial than reducing SR. To 

lower machining costs, care should be taken to reduce the value of GT Therefore, WW over TF and TF over WW. WW is 

moderately significant over GT. Therefore, WW is assigned a relative importance value over GT, and EP is assigned a 
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relative importance value over S. Multi-objective by ratio analysis (MOORA) we choose MOORA above other multiple 

standards decision making (MCDM) techniques for three main reasons. First, MOORA refers to a brand-new MCTM 

technique that was developed in light of the weaknesses of more traditional approaches. Therefore, we believed it should be 

entirely useful. The second reason, which is supported by the MCDM literature, is the computing time MOORA needs to 

solve the problem. Last but not least, MOORA requires little to no setup because its character is fixed and the literature 

recommends it should. The MOORA device is a decision-support tool for picking college students who get scholarships to 

boost academic success. MOORA is a selection assistance tool that the university has created to aid in decision-making. 

From conceptualization to delivery, Eco-Conscious Manufacturing (ECM) creates techniques for creating new products 

while adhering to all environmental regulations. Conditions are satisfied. The parameters affecting the choice of an ECM 

program are defined for the manufacturing of a certain product made by a company both monetary and non-monetary 

performance indicators are covered by these specifications, including overall cost, and social acceptance. Results of 

evaluating ECM programs Traditional financial and non-financial performance can be handled by any approach used to 

analyze these programs. From the result, it is seen that Cutting fluid 3 is showing the highest value for cutting fluid 4 is 

showing the lowest value. 
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